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Book Of Me And You
The Maine

BOOK OF ME AND YOU
THE MAINE

Intro: E  Bm  F#m [2x]

Bm      E F#m			  Bm
here we are, spinning in circles again
 E         F#m			     G#m       E	  G#m
we are young enough to think that we can but nobody is to blame
E			 F#m
funny how things don t change at all but i keep thinking 
maybe we ll be good someday

[chorus]
	    E		 Bm	      F#m		  G#m
and we ll find another window with a different point of view
	    E		 Bm         F#m		  G#m
and we ll wake up here tomorrow expecting something new
E	      Bm	      F#m		  G#m
what are we thinking, are we really thinking it through?
	      E		 Bm    F#m		 
or is this just another chapter in the book of me and you?
E Bm F#m		 E Bm F#m
yeah, the book of me and you

Bm          E F#m			     Bm
i turn the page, thinking i can turn this around 
     E  F#m			        G#m
the page every wall that s up must come down
E		   G#m	        E	          F#m
funny how it never does, trying to make it like it was
it won t work, but i keep thinking time will make us strong enough

	    E		 Bm	      F#m		  G#m
and we ll find another window with a different point of view
	    E		 Bm         F#m		  G#m
and we ll wake up here tomorrow expecting something new
E	      Bm	      F#m		  G#m
what are we thinking, are we really thinking it through?
	      E			 Bm    F#m		 
or is this just another chapter in the book of me and you?
C#m					  E
i keep on looking back and every place i go seems you were there
C#m					  E
it makes me laugh that we re still crashing into nothing and i swear
C#m			      E



we always end up where we started

Bm       E F#m
here we are...

	    E		 Bm	      F#m		  G#m
and we ll find another window with a different point of view
	    E		 Bm         F#m		  G#m
and we ll wake up here tomorrow expecting something new
E	      Bm	      F#m		  G#m
what are we thinking, are we really thinking it through?
	      E		 Bm    F#m		 
or is this just another chapter in the book of me and you?
E Bm F#m		 E Bm F#m
yeah, the book of me and you.


